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Our Objectives
● Define advocacy
● Describe strategies and tactics for organizing around an issue
● Show how these strategies and tactics have been implemented
● Ask for program to commit to organizing around a specific issue



Disclosure Slide
We have nothing to disclose.

There is extensive discussion of off-label use of ideas, structures, and 
systems.

No bullet points were harmed in the making of this presentation.

Politics will be mentioned.



“To try to avoid the political fray through silence is 
impossible, because silence is now political. Either 
engage, or assist the harm. There is no third choice.”

-Don Berwick, MD











Minnesota
Advocacy
Program



“I don’t care what you believe in, just believe in it.”
-Serenity





Why Advocacy?

Power (n):the capacity or ability to direct or influence the 
behavior of others or the course of events.

Privilege(n): a special right, advantage, or immunity 
granted or available only to a particular person or group of 
people.

Plenitude (n): an abundance.



Levels of Levers
Individual

System

Community

Government





Strategies for Advocacy
Organizing for Change

Aarti Bhatt, MD
University of Minnesota 



Campaign Against Racism Grand Strategy
The goal of the Campaign Against Racism is to dismantle structural racism and its 
effects on health around the world – because racism kills – by supporting local actions, 
efforts, and networks which aim to improve the health and lives of those most 
affected by racism.
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Organizing for Change 

If I am not for myself, who am I?

When I am only for myself, what am I?

And if not now, when?



How do we make change? 

• Informational 
• Awareness
• Social Media
• Technical 
• Legal/Policy
• Hollywood
• Educational
• People-Power



Why did these two actions have such different  
outcomes?

Women’s March  
January 2017

March on Washington  
August, 1963





Organizing is a form of leadership that enables a 
constituency to turn its resources into the power to achieve its goals 
through recruitment, training, and development of leadership. 



Organizers Ask: 
PEOPLE: who are my people?

CHANGE: what is their problem/goal?

POWER: how can they turn their resources 
into the power they need to achieve the change 
they want?



Organizing is about equipping people 

(constituency) with the power (story and 
strategy) to make change (real outcomes).



Strategy is turning resources you have into the power you need to 
get what you want - your goal. 

Strategic Goal (what you want): The goal is a clear, measurable 
point that allows you to know if you’ve won or lost, and that meets 
the challenge your constituency faces. 

Power (what you need): tactics through which you can turn your 
resources into the capacity you need to achieve your goal. 

Resources (what your constituency has): time, money, skills, 
relationships, etc.



We are Organizing (WHO) to pursue (PURPOSE) by 
(THEORY OF CHANGE) to achieve (STRATEGIC GOAL) by 
(WHEN). We will use the following (TACTICS) to achieve 
(OUTCOME) by (DATE) 

STRATEGIC GOAL 



Tactics

Public Narrative 

Power Mapping 

Reframing



Public Narrative



Mindful Action
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AGENCY: THE EMOTIONAL CAPACITY TO MAKE MINDFUL CHOICES



Sidelines

LEADERSHIP  
TEAM

People who take  
responsibility

Core team of 3-8  
people

CONSTITUENTS
People who have a
needto organize, who 
are  directly impacted 
by the  problem OPPOSITION:

People who don’t  
want change

ALLIES/SUPPORTERS:

People who support change, but do not have as much at stake as  
constituents.
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Map of  
Actors

WHO ARE MY PEOPLE? Power Mapping 



Reframing 

“ Frames are mental structures that shape the way we see the world. 
As a result, they shape the goals we seek, the plans we make, the way 
we act, and what counts as a good or bad outcome of our 
actions…frames shape our social policies and the institutions we form 
to carry out policies.”  

- George Lakoff



Dominant Frames

• Dominant frames are ideas, attitudes and 
beliefs that are shared collectively

• They evoke certain standards, values and 
morals that are reinforced and continued 
throughout society and across time

• Dominant frames are the things “everybody 
knows”, and often are not questioned.  They 
are embedded in the general consciousness









Questions to a Campaign

Who are my  
people?

What change do  
they seek?

Where can they  
get the power?

Which tactics can  
they use?

What is their  
timeline?







Case study in organizing for 
change

Toni Eyssallenne, MD, PhD
Jackson Memorial Hospital/University of Miami



https://www.interest.co.nz/business/88882/rbnz-%E2%80%98materially-non-compliant%E2%80%99-13-29-international-bank-regulatory-and-supervision


https://slideplayer.com/slide/3950848/


https://www.interest.co.nz/business/88882/rbnz-%E2%80%98materially-non-compliant%E2%80%99-13-29-international-bank-regulatory-and-supervision


https://www.nhsconfed.org/resources/2015/10/culture-change-top-tips


http://www.1ststagetysons.org/plays-events/keep-calm-and-organize-351/








Population-Specific Issues

•Latins: rejection of brown rice; vegetable oil in everything; fried 
foods; lack of veg
•Jews: no pork/shellfish; kosher rules
•Blacks/AAs: the church as the center of nutrition/health education
•Haitian population: strong fried food component
•Asian: white rice, but probably okay
•Pediatrics: memorize those formulas
•Elderly: poor dentition, access to food, food prep
•Everybody: lies (even if they don’t realize it)



How to Re-frame: An Example



Population-Specific Issues Cultural Diet 
Considerations
•LatinsLatinX: rejection of brown rice; vegetable oil in everything; fried foods; lack of veg Diet is 
individual and influenced by socioeconomic and political factors
•Jews: no pork/shellfish; kosher rules Diet is individual and influenced by ...

•Blacks/AAs: the church as the center of nutrition/health education Diet is individual and 
influenced by...

•Haitian population: strong fried food component Diet is individual and influenced by ...

•Asian: white rice, but probably okay Diet is individual and influenced by ...

•Whites: Diet is individual and influenced by ...

•Pediatrics: memorize those formulas

•Elderly: poor dentition, access to food, food prep

•Everybody: lies (even if they don’t realize it)



Please relay my sincerest apologies…. I felt so 
badly that I had offended any of the students! 
I’m so humbled by the fact that they turned it 

into a positive exercise.  I look forward to 
engaging with the doctors more about how I can 

refine my cultural sensitivity training with 
respect to nutrition and hopefully absolve myself 

of my former training.



Power Mapping

https://trainings.350.org/resource/power-mapping-activity/


In summary….

• As program directors and leaders in medical education, we have the 
unique opportunity to shape the individuals we train

• Advocacy and the practice of medicine are not mutually exclusive
• Getting your program organized around an issue no matter how 

small, starts with conversation and commitment to collective action
• Your allies are in places that you are not paying attention to on your 

own campus
• Map out the leadership at your institution in order to identify areas of 

common ground in your issues so that they can leverage their power 
and influence change



Things are the way they are because they got that 
way, not because they have to be that way, or 
always were that way or because it’s the only way 
to be

--Richard Levins
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